This study presents the ordinary state-based peridynamic constitutive relations for plastic deformation based on von Mises yield criteria with isotropic hardening. The peridynamic force density-stretch relations concerning elastic deformation are augmented with increments of force density and stretch for plastic deformation. The expressions for the yield function and the rule of incremental plastic stretch are derived in terms of the horizon, force density, shear modulus, and hardening parameter of the material. The yield surface is constructed based on the relationship between the effective stress and equivalent plastic stretch. The validity of peridynamic predictions is established by considering benchmark solutions concerning a plate under tension, a plate with a hole and a crack also under tension.
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Introduction Structural metals exhibit plastic deformation when loaded beyond their elastic limit. In the absence of cracks, their behavior is well understood from a computational point of view within the classical continuum mechanics. Fracture of such components is often preceded by an extensive plastic deformation. The traditional approaches to predict failure usually employ concepts from linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), which is conceptually limited to materials exhibiting brittle behavior. Therefore, the applicability of fracture toughness as defined by LEFM becomes questionable in the presence of plastic deformation. Furthermore, the assumption of a sharp crack tip in LEFM may no longer be valid due to the presence of plastic deformation. Also, unlike elastic fracture, ductile fracture is inherently a path-dependent process involving irreversible energy dissipation by yielding and fracturing of materials.
Peridynamics (PD), introduced by Silling (2000) , is a reformulation of the classical continuum mechanics equations that introduces an internal length scale that is lacking in the classical form of the equations. Peridynamics is based on integro-differential equations as opposed to the partial differential equations of classical continuum mechanics. It is extremely suitable for failure analysis of structures because it allows cracks to grow naturally without resorting to external crack growth laws. An extensive literature survey on peridynamics is given by Madenci and Oterkus (2014) . Peridynamics is not limited to linear elastic material behavior. As part of "nonordinary" state-based peridynamics, Taylor (2008) and Foster et al. (2010) considered viscoplastic material behavior. Also, proposed critical energy density as an alternative critical parameter for such material behavior. However, "nonordinary" state-based models employ constitutive relations 2 that are non-native to PD theory. It is prone to oscillations in the regions of steep gradients such as the crack tip. The source of such oscillations is due to the inadequate approximation in the force density vector. Breitenfeld et al. (2014) presented various non-mathematical techniques to reduce these oscillations. Free of such oscillations, Mitchell (2011) presented an ordinary state-based PD model for ideal plastic deformation of materials in the absence of crack propagation.
This study presents an ordinary state-based PD plasticity model in accordance with von Mises yield criteria and isotropic hardening. Also, it presents a peridynamic J-integral based damage criteria to predict crack propagation. Furthermore, it includes an innovative approach to impose nonlocal boundary conditions. The peridynamic predictions concern equivalent plastic stretch and effective stress in a plate with a hole and a crack along with J-integral calculations.
Peridynamic equation of motion
The peridynamic equation of motion introduced by Silling (2000) and later generalized by Silling et al. (2007) is a nonlinear integro-differential equation in time and space in the form 
which can be discretized as
, , , ,
in which each material point is identified by its coordinates, () k x , and is associated with an incremental volume, () k V , and a mass density,
k
 x
With respect to a Cartesian coordinate system, the material point () k x experiences displacement, () k u , and its location is described by the position vector ()  Hence, the classical theory of elasticity can be considered a limiting case of the peridynamic theory as the horizon approaches zero (Silling and Lehoucq, 2008) .
Fig. 1. Peridynamic material points and interaction of points at () k
x and () j x .
Fig. 2. Peridynamic material points
x and x' influenced by the collective deformation of others in their families.
Peridynamic strain energy density
For an elastic and isotropic material, the PD strain energy density in terms of deformation at a material point () k x can be expressed as (Madenci and Oterkus, 2014) 
where 
with
Madenci and Oterkus (2014) gave, the influence function, ( )( ) kj w , in the form
They also determined the peridynamic parameters , a  , a  , b and d in terms of engineering material constants by considering two simple loading conditions: isotropic expansion and simple shear. Their specific expressions are given as 1 ,,
which leads to the force density vector in the form
where
The stretch, ( )( ) kj s , between material points () k x and () j x is defined as
The force density vector can be decomposed into its dilatational and distortional parts as
6 where
By using Eqs. (8b) and (8c), the dilatation, () k  , and stretch, ( )( ) kj s , can be expressed in terms of force density as
The total stretch can also be decomposed into its dilatational and distortional parts as
Substituting for the influence function ( )( ) kj w from Eq. (4) and rearranging terms in Eq. (2c), the distortional part of the strain energy density expression can be rewritten in terms of stretch as
Similarly, substituting for the stretch ( )( ) kj s from Eq. (9b), this equation can be expressed in terms of force densities as
Peridynamic theory for plastic deformations
If a body experiences plastic deformation, the stretch depends not only on the final force density vector, but also on the loading history. Because the plastic deformation is an irreversible process, it can only be described by introducing response functions. This ensures irreversibility since a history cannot be reversed. The parameters describing the plastic deformations are effectively time dependent, and they increase continuously. Furthermore, the force density-stretch relations concerning elastic deformation must be replaced by increments of force density and stretch for plastic deformation.
Incremental stretch and yield function
For an increment of applied load, the corresponding increment of force density is ( ) With this decomposition, the incremental dilatation can be decomposed into elastic, and plastic,
in which , is the summation of the rate of plastic stretch as
Under the assumption of yielding commencing when the distortional component of strain energy density, Eq. (13), reaches the strain energy due to the uniaxial tensile stress, Y  , the initial yield condition can be stated as
in which Y  represents the initial yield stress of the material.
Substituting for the distortional part of the strain energy from (12), the yield condition can be rewritten as
Thus, the yield function with strain hardening can be expressed as
Gs represents the final state of strain hardening, and its value may vary from point to point throughout the body. Its form depends on the strain hardening model. For a linear isotropic strain hardening model, it can be defined as
in which () p k s and K represent the equivalent plastic stretch and tangent modulus of the material, respectively.
Strain hardening and flow rule
, the rate of change of the yield function and its value dictates loading, neutral, and unloading states. Thus, unloading occurs for
Otherwise, loading occurs if
or neutral loading occurs if
For the state of unloading, there is no change in plastic deformation, i.e.,
In the case of ideal plastic deformation without strain hardening, the yield function, () k F , is not affected by ( )( ) p kj s , thus it is always neutral during loading from a plastic state.
The strain energy density increment in the transfer from the plastic state of ( )( ) kj t and ( )( ) kj s to another plastic state of ( )( )
and
According to Drucker (1951) , () 
Note that the dot products of the vectors concerning the yield function and stretch with the vector of incremental tractions in Eq. (25b) and (25d) vanish. It is observed that these vectors concerning the yield function and stretch must be parallel to each other. Therefore, the following relation can be obtained:
For each interaction between material points () k x and () j x , this relationship can be recast as
Substituting for the yield function, () k F , and performing the necessary algebraic manipulations result in the expression for the incremental plastic stretch as
where () k C is a positive proportionality constant. This expression provides the rule for incremental plastic stretch, and serves as the normality condition.
Equivalent stress-equivalent plastic stretch
The relationship given by Eq. (17) describes the yield surface for the loading path of uniaxial loading only. If the loading path is different than that of uniaxial loading, the yield surface is constructed based on the concept of equivalent stress and equivalent plastic stretch. The equivalent stress can be defined as
An equivalent plastic stretch increment,
in which ( ) ( )( ) ()
represents the distortional part of the strain energy density due to the incremental plastic stretch, ( )( ) p kj s 
. As described in Appendix B, the parameter 0 A is determined in such a way that () p k s  recovers the incremental plastic stretch due to uniaxial tension. According to the dimension of the analysis, it can be determined as 
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Imposition of boundary conditions
The constraint conditions are, in general, not necessary for the solution of an integrodifferential equation because the PD equations of motion do not contain any spatial derivatives. Unlike the local theory, the boundary conditions are imposed through a nonzero volume of fictitious boundary layers. Based on numerical experiments, Macek and Silling (2007) suggested that the extent of the fictitious boundary layer be equal to the horizon,  , in order to ensure that the imposed prescribed constraints are accurately reflected in the real domain.
The displacement boundary conditions can be imposed by assigning constraints to the material points in the fictitious layer in such a way that the condition is satisfied explicitly on the boundary surface. Therefore, the value of the displacement in the fictitious layer is approximated based on the linear extrapolation of the values in the real domain and the specified value of the boundary condition. Similarly, the traction boundary conditions can be enforced by approximating the value of the traction in the fictitious region, so that the variation of the traction in both the real domain and the fictitious layer recovers the applied traction on the boundary surface. However, in the case of zero traction, it is not necessary to employ a fictitious layer. Hence, it can be satisfied in a natural way without enforcing any specific constraints.
Displacement constraints
In the case of a two-dimensional analysis, the displacement constraints concern the imposition of a prescribed value of the displacement components, * U and * V , on the boundary. This type of boundary condition can be achieved through a fictitious region, f R . Therefore, a fictitious boundary layer with depth  is introduced along the boundary of the actual material region, R , as shown in Fig. 3 .
The prescribed boundary value of the displacements * U and * V in thex andy directions can be imposed through a layer of the fictitious region, f R , along the boundary of the material surface, S , as
which represent the clamped boundary conditions for the prescribed values of ** 0 UV  (Fig.  3b) .
If only the displacement constraint * U is applied (i.e., no displacement constraint in the other direction), the boundary conditions can be imposed as
which represents the roller support boundary conditions for the prescribed value, * 0 U  , (Fig. 4) . 
Traction boundary conditions
Similar to the essential boundary conditions, the traction boundary conditions can be imposed through a fictitious region, 
in which ( , ) xy are the coordinates of a material point in the real boundary layer, R . As shown in Fig. 5a, 
As shown in Fig. 5b , the locations of the material points on the left and on the right of this point are denoted by ( , ) xy  and ( , ) xy  , respectively. Note this procedure is only applicable if the boundary region is elastic. If both normal and tangential stress components are zero along the boundary, a fictitious region is not necessary as they are satisfied in a natural way. The robustness of this approach is demonstrated in Appendix C. Alternative to this approach is the representation of the applied traction in the form of a body force, and invoking it into the equation of motion as described by Madenci and Oterkus (2014) .
Failure prediction
A failure process is included in the analysis by monitoring the interaction between two material points, x and  x . Their interaction can be terminated based on a particular criteria; thus, leading to the removal of their peridynamic force from the equations of motion by introducing the function   
For the case of elastic deformation, Silling (2000) introduced a criteria based on the critical stretch value. According to his criteria, the interaction between two material points, () k x and () j x , is terminated once the stretch between them, ( )( ) kj s , reaches its critical value, c s . Thus, the peridynamic force density between these material points vanishes and the critical stretch can be related to critical energy release rate, 
For the case of plastic deformation, the force density between two material points, () k x and () j x , exhibits a nonlinear behavior, as shown in Fig. 6 . The area under this curve represents the elastic-plastic micropotential, ( )( ) kj w , reflecting the degree of plastic deformation. It can be determined as 
Furthermore, the total strain energy required to remove all of the interactions across the crack surface A can be obtained as
for which the line of interaction defined by ( ) 
Substituting for micropotentials given by Eq. (40) in Eq. (43) results in the strain energy required to eliminate all of the interactions across the unit crack surface, A h x , with x  representing the spacing between the material points and h the thickness.
The total work, W , required to eliminate all interactions across this new surface can be related to the value J-integral, J (nonlinear energy release rate) (Rice, 1968; Begley and Landes, 1972) as
For a horizon size of 3 x  , the number of material points above and below the crack surfaces is 9 KJ   . The total number of interactions crossing the crack surface is 2 22  , and 2 10  of these interactions intersect the crack at the tip, as shown in Fig. 8 . The number of interactions creating a unit crack surface can be calculated as (2 22) (2 10 
Peridynamics enables the simulation of damage propagation by progressively removing the interactions between materials points. In order to reflect this feature, the critical energy release rate, c J , of a material point is distributed equally to each interaction at that material point (Hu et al., 2014) . Note that the explicit determination of the critical stretch, c s , is not required in the numerical implementation of the peridynamic analysis. Under the assumption that
, the failure criteria for each interaction can be expressed as
with ( )( ) As derived by Silling and Lehoucq (2010) and Hu et al. (2012) , the PD J integral value around the crack tip can also be calculated as
where W is the strain energy density, 1 n is the outward unit normal, and dS is the length increment around the contour,  . The integration path around the crack tip is defined by R  . The region inside the integration path is () Ra , and the region outside the integration path is ( ) \ ( ) a R a  , as shown in Fig. 9 . In discretized form, the J-integral can be expressed as
Local damage, which defines the ratio of eliminated interactions to the total number of interactions associated with a material point within its horizon, can be calculated as (Silling and Askari, 2005) 
Local damage has a value between 0 and 1. No damage at that material point is denoted by 0   , while 1   denotes that all the interactions are eliminated with the related material point.
Moreover, 0.5
denotes that half of the interactions are eliminated with the related material point.
Numerical analysis
The solution to the PD equation of motion requires spatial integration, which is performed by using a Gaussian integration (meshless) scheme. The domain is divided into a uniform grid, with material (integration or collocation) points associated with specific volumes. The time integration is achieved through an explicit scheme, in conjunction with the adaptive dynamic relaxation method described by Kilic and Madenci (2010) . The solution to the equation of motion while satisfying the flow rule requires an iterative technique. Therefore, the external load is applied in an incremental manner and the following steps are performed in order to achieve convergence.
(1) At the [n+1] loading step, the stretch value is decomposed as
where (2) Since
, an initial guess is assumed as elastic with zero plastic stretch increment, leading to
(3) The corresponding force density for each interaction is calculated as 
and 23 Note that the magnitude of plastic stretch increment is dictated by () k C as given by Eq. (28). Therefore, the elastic stretch increment is corrected as
In accordance with Eq. (28), the yield function can be recast as
in which
can be expressed as
with 24
Therefore, the expression for yield function,
in which () k C is the only unknown. Determination of () k C which renders 
,
(5) The magnitude of the plastic stretch increment, () k C is determined once convergence is achieved, and the plastic stretch increment is calculated by using Eq. (28) as
The plate thickness is specified as 0.01m h  . It is discretized with a uniform grid of 100 100  material (integration) points. As shown in Fig. 11 , the PD predictions captures linear isotropic hardening for increasing load after the initial yielding. The PD prediction also captures the elastic unloading with a slope equal to the Young's modulus. During reloading plastic deformation continues to occur once the stress reaches the stress level where the unloading starts earlier as shown in Fig. 12 loading, unloading, and loading.
Plate with a hole or a crack under tension
The plate has either a central hole or a crack. The hole diameter and the crack length are specified as 0. 
The plate geometry is discretized with a uniform 400 400  integration points. The thickness of the plate is specified as 0.0025 m h  . As expected, plastic deformation initiates in the regions of high stress concentrations. The size of the plastically deformed region expands as the loading increases. The variations of effective stress and equivalent plastic stretch for the case of the plate with a hole are presented in Figs. 13-15. During loading, the size of the plastically deformed region becomes larger as observed in Figs. 13 and 14. However, the plastically deformed region remains unchanged during unloading as shown in Fig.15 . The equivalent stretch distribution remains as a residual stretch. Upon unloading, the deformed geometry of the plate shown in Fig. 16 clearly captures the permanent change in the hole boundary. The variations of effective stress and equivalent plastic stretch for the case of the plate with a crack are presented in Figs. 17-19 . The shape of the plastically deformed region has the same expected characteristic shape. As the loading increases, the size of the plastically deformed region increases. Upon unloading, the deformed geometry of the crack boundary shown in Fig. 20 clearly experiences permanent deformation. Also, the PD J-integral values are calculated according to Hu et al. [2012] , and J-values are presented for increasing load in Fig. 21 . . Figure 22 shows the effective stress variations as the crack grows due to the increase in applied displacement. As expected, PD predictions yield a self-similar crack growth pattern. Also, the petal-shape plastic region moves with the crack tip as the crack propagates. 
Concluding remarks
This study presents the ordinary state-based peridynamic constitutive relations for plastic deformation based on von Mises yield criteria with isotropic hardening. Also, it presents a failure criteria based on the elastic-plastic micropotential of each interaction. The critical stretch critical energy release rate for each interaction is implicitly determined, and can vary depending on the degree of plastic deformation. The critical value to remove the interaction is related to the - Also, the horizon is specified as 3.015
  . The PD displacement predictions are shown in Fig  C. 2. As expected, the plate elongates uniformly in the axial direction and contracts in the longitudinal direction. 
C.2. Combined displacement constraint and traction conditions
The rectangular plate is subjected to a uniform normal stress of 
